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Abstract— Efficient cryptographic architectures are used
extensively in sensitive smart infrastructures. Among these
architectures are those based on stream ciphers for protection
against eavesdropping, especially when these smart and
sensitive applications provide life-saving or vital mechanisms.
Nevertheless, natural defects call for protection through design
for fault detection and reliability. In this paper, we present
implications of fault detection cryptographic architectures
(Pomaranch in the hardware profile of European Network
of Excellence for Cryptology) for smart infrastructures.
In addition, we present low-power architectures for its
nine-to-seven uneven substitution box [tower field architectures
in GF(33 )]. Through error simulations, we assess resiliency
against false-alarms which might not be tolerated in sensitive
intelligent infrastructures as one of our contributions. We further
benchmark the feasibility of the proposed approaches through
application-specific integrated circuit realizations. Based on
the reliability objectives, the proposed architectures are a
step-forward toward reaching the desired objective metrics
suitable for intelligent, emerging, and sensitive applications.
Index Terms— Application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC),
reliability, smart infrastructures.

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

RYPTOGRAPHIC architectures provide protection
for sensitive and smart infrastructures such as secure
healthcare, smart grid, fabric, and home [1]–[8]. Nonetheless,
the use of cryptographic architectures does not guarantee
immunity against faults occurring in these infrastructures.
Defects in VLSI systems may cause smart usage models
to malfunction. Extensive research has been done for
detecting such faults in the cryptographic algorithms such
as elliptic curve cryptography and the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) [9]–[14] (also refer to [15] for reliable
architectures for lightweight cryptography).
Design for reliability and fault immunity ensures that with
the presence of faults, reliability is provided for the aforementioned sensitive cryptographic architectures. The proposed
work presents false-alarm sensitive fault detection schemes for
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cryptostructures (we note that to have a thorough analysis, we
choose the Pomaranch stream cipher also known as a cascade
jump controlled sequence generator (CJCSG) [16]–[18]).
Such false alarms could be exploited to induce distrust to the
user, i.e., repetitive false detections result in either ignoring
the alarms by the user or abandoning the devices in which the
cryptographic architectures are embedded. From a user’s point
of view, at the very least, this is uncomfortable; however,
false alarms could lead to financial loss if abandoning the
crypto-architectures happens. Finally, such a false detection
would result in higher dynamic power consumption,
resulting in extra energy depletion especially for constrained
applications. The uneven architecture of this cipher presents
unique challenges, which are motivations to its choice for the
proposed work.
We would like to emphasize that the proposed work can
be applied to similar ciphers and this paper does not intend
to benchmark the algorithmic attacks or the performance
efficiency for a certain cipher. Pomaranch is classified in
the hardware profile of European Network of Excellence for
Cryptology. This stream cipher includes an uneven substitution
box (also refer to [19]) and has been the center of attention
to achieve efficient hardware architectures. Natural defects,
which are inevitable in VLSI systems call for protecting these
architectures through detection mechanisms to preserve their
reliability.
A. Major Contributions
Assessing the implications of providing fault detection
and secure architectures useful for emerging usage models
and smart infrastructures is of paramount importance.
These architectures need to be feasible to use for different
performance and implementation objectives of sensitive smart
applications. Moreover, with respect to concurrent error detection architectures, the fault diagnosis approaches proposed for
the structures of the nine-to-seven substitution box need to
be carefully devised to detect possible false alarms. The main
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1) We present lightweight and low-power architectures for
the substitution box of the Pomaranch stream cipher
(realized in composite fields). The proposed structures
are based on tower field architectures of this substitution
box in [19]. Specifically, we present low-power
restructured architectures for this uneven substitution
box useful for emerging constrained and sensitive usage
models.
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2) We propose fault diagnosis approaches for the lightweight and low-power architectures of the nine-to-seven
substitution box of Pomaranch. The proposed framework
can be modified based on the objectives to achieve.
3) Through simulations for various fault models, we
benchmark the fault detection capability of the
proposed schemes. The occurrence of false alarms is
evaluated through simulations and the approaches to
avoid them are elaborated.
4) Finally, we synthesize the proposed fault detection
architectures on the application-specific integrated
circuit (ASIC) platform using 65-nm CMOS technology.
Our results show that the proposed efficient fault
detection architectures can be feasibly utilized for
reliable architectures of the Pomaranch stream cipher
making them suitable for the required performance and
implementation metrics to achieve.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II,
we review the preliminaries. In Section III, the modified architectures for the nine-to-seven substitution box are presented.
In Section IV, the proposed fault detection architectures
are presented. In Section V, the proposed architectures
are benchmarked through fault simulations to assess their
effectiveness for various fault models. In Section VI, the
efficiencies of the proposed structures are benchmarked
through ASIC syntheses. Finally, we conclude in Section VII.
II. P RELIMINARIES
In what follows, preliminaries on the substitution box of the
Pomaranch stream cipher, the most complex architecture in the
design of this cipher, and also fault diagnosis are presented.
The structure of Pomaranch is based on linear feedback
shift registers that allow fast implementation and produce
sequences with a large period if the feedback polynomial is
chosen appropriately (often clock controlled for complexity
induction and used in conjunction with jumping to increase
the efficiency and reach a CJCSG structure). The CJCSG
consists of eight identical sections plus an incomplete ninth
section [16]–[18].
The structure of a jump register section includes jump
control in (JCi ) and out (JCo ) signals, which are fed into and
out of the section. The substitution box is part of this unit
which nonlinearly affects the jump control out signal which
is used as an input of the following section. Fig. 1 shows the
aforementioned sections cascaded nine times to contribute to
the key stream of the cipher. As observed in this figure, this
accumulated cascade jump control in key stream generation
mode combines the outputs of the nine sections to reach to
the key stream needed.
As part of its key generation process, Pomaranch uses
eight uneven substitution boxes with a 9-bit input and a 7-bit
output. Each substitution unit is based on the inverse modulo
an irreducible polynomial of degree nine, i.e., x 9 + x + 1,
whose period is 73. The 9-bit output is then converted into
a 7-bit one with deletion of the most significant and least
significant bits of the result.
For the hardware implementations of the uneven substitution
box of Pomaranch, multiple instances (memories or lookup

Fig. 1.
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Simplified accumulated cascade jump control.

tables) are needed. In field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
platforms, one needs to use block memories or distributed
pipelined memories and in ASIC, memory macros or
synthesized logic is needed which are not preferable for
high-performance and low-complexity applications. Thus,
the inverse can be realized in composite fields such that
the composite field G F((23 )3 ) is used through which the
complexity of the operations needed for realizing the inverse
is much reduced.
The finite field G F(29 ) is represented by elements (in terms
of polynomials) of degree eight. The field G F(29 ) can also be
represented as G F((23 )3 ), where, here, the elements of this
composite field are given as polynomials of degree at most 2
with coefficients from G F(23 ) [19]. We follow the representation in [19] and based on the search performed through the
set of primitive polynomials of degree nine over G F(2), it is
determined that the polynomial p(x) = x 9 + x 7 + x 5 + x + 1 is
suitable for efficient architectures. Consequently, the polynomials q(x) = x 3 + x +γ and r (x) = x 3 + x +1 are used as the
tower field polynomials for construction of the composite field
operations. One can refer to [19] for detailed information and
numeric examples. In this case, (α 7 )9 + α 7 + 1 = 0, eventually
determining the linear transformation mapping polynomials
modulo x 9 + x + 1 to polynomials modulo p(x).
In general, time and hardware redundancy are two main
methods for fault diagnosis. Hardware redundancy adds
hardware to the original structure for diagnosis and time
redundancy repeats the operations two times for detection
of transient faults. Permanent faults through time redundancy
can be detected using various methods which are, generally,
denoted as recomputation with encoded operands. The fault
diagnosis methods alarm the errors in the architectures;
however, even if the overhead is acceptable, there could
be a chance for false alarms, i.e., detection of faults that
do not result in erroneous outputs. Such false alarms could
be exploited to induce distrust to the user, i.e., repetitive,
false detections result in either ignoring the alarms by the
user or abandoning the devices in which the cryptographic
architectures are embedded.
III. E FFICIENT A RCHITECTURES FOR
THE S UBSTITUTION B OX
In this section, we present efficient low-power architectures
for the Pomaranch substitution box. Moreover, we perform
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9-to-7 substitution box and its uneven structure.

transforms the elements in the binary field to the composite
field G F((23 )3 ). Then, the operations are done in composite
fields to achieve the inverse which is then retransformed to
binary field using an inverse transformation matrix (M −1 ).
Eventually, the two most and least significant bits are discarded
to get to the uneven structure of the substitution box of
Pomaranch. The resulting transformation matrix M and its
inverse M −1 are given in [19] (mapping vectors in G F(29 )
defined by x 9 + x +1 to vectors in G F((23 )3 ) defined by p(x)
and γ = α 73 ).
The operations used in composite fields include addition,
multiplication (including multiplication with constant γ),
squaring, cubing, and inversion in G F(23 ). The architecture of the substitution box in Fig. 3 includes a first
subpart [Fig. 3(a)] which contains the transformation matrix M
whose input is shown by X ∈ G F(29 ) to get an output of
A ∈ G F((23 )3 ). This 9-bit element is then divided into 3-bit
elements denoted by a2 , a1 , a0 which are then processed to
get the output of this subpart, i.e., D ∈ G F(23 ). In Fig. 3(b)
(second subpart), the inversion operation in G F(23 ) is shown
which yields to D −1 ∈ G F(23 ). Finally, as shown in Fig. 3(c)
(third subpart), D −1 ∈ G F(23 ) is further modified to obtain
3-bit elements denoted by b2 , b1 , b0 in Fig. 3(c) and eventually
B ∈ G F((23 )3 ), which is then retransformed by the inverse
transformation matrix M −1 to get the output Y ∈ G F(29 ) in
the binary field, which is discarded eventually to a 7-bit output.
A. Low-Power Architectures

Fig. 3.
Architectures for the composite field substitution box and the
presented low-power modifications, (a) first subpart, (b) second subpart, and
(c) third subpart.

an accurate analysis for power consumption through ASIC
implementations and show alleviations, where applicable.
The substitution box is part of a unit in Pomaranch cipher
which implements a key-dependent filter function, containing
a 9-to-7-bit box and a balanced nonlinear Boolean function
of seven variables. The 9-bit output of the substitution box is
converted into a 7-bit one with deletion of the most significant
and the least significant bits, as shown in Fig. 2.
Composite fields can be utilized to realize the substitution
box to achieve low-complexity architectures. The structure of
the substitution box using composite fields is shown in Fig. 3.
As shown in Fig. 3(a) and (c), a transformation matrix (M)

The substitution box occupies much of the area and
consumes much of the power in Pomaranch. Based on our
ASIC synthesis, the S-boxes occupy around 91% of the
top-level key map and roughly 88% of the top-level power is
consumed by the S-boxes.
One needs to carefully pinpoint the approaches for realizing
this unit so that the eventual architecture is usable for sensitive
applications in various constrained smart infrastructures.
To reduce the dynamic hazards in the hardware
implementations of the substitution box of the Pomaranch
stream cipher for low-power designs, one can base the
architectures devised on the propagation probability of
signal transitions [20]. One observation is that XOR gates can
increase the power consumption due to the fact that such logic
gates have the probability of signal propagation of one and thus
propagating all the hazards, increasing the power consumed.
To achieve more low-power architectures for the substitution
box of the Pomaranch stream cipher, we have restructured it
so that a two-level logic, i.e., AND – XOR structure, is obtained
for subparts one and three of composite field realization
of the substitution box, i.e., Fig. 3(a) and (c), respectively.
Specifically, in Fig. 3(a), the combined restructured transformation matrix and part of logic gates in composite fields
[specified in Fig. 3(a) by the curly bracket] are modified
to achieve an AND – XOR structure. Moreover, in Fig. 3(c),
the combined restructured inverse transformation matrix and
part of logic gates [shown in Fig. 3(c) by the curly bracket]
are transformed into an AND – XOR structure for power
preservation.
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The original composite field structure and the two modified
low-power ones [one with only the AND – XOR structure, as
shown in Fig. 3(c), and the other with both of the modified
architectures in Fig. 3(a) and (c)] are synthesized in ASIC and
the area and power consumptions are derived and compared.
We note that composite field realization is of paramount benefit for low-complexity architectures compared with memorymacros or synthesized registers on the ASIC platform.
Moreover, power preservation will lead to low-energy
solutions for sensitive and constrained, battery-powered
embedded systems.
The proposed low-power architectures increase the area
with the benefit of much decrease in power consumption.
Indeed, based on the synthesis results, the power savings
are much higher than the induced area for the structures.
Specifically, at a typical working frequency, although the
composite field architecture is 7% and 24% more area
efficient than the proposed architectures, respectively, its
power consumption is 19% and 47% higher compared with
the proposed low-power structures, respectively (without much
difference in the delay and thus frequency and throughput).
Specifically, the power consumption corresponding to the
original architecture is 14.5 nW, which is reduced to 11.75 nW
(at the expense of a 7% increase in area and a saving of 19%
in power) and to 7.69 nW (at the expense of a 7% increase
in area and a saving of 19% in power).
IV. P ROPOSED FAULT D ETECTION A RCHITECTURES
In this section, we propose fault detection architectures
for the substitution box of Pomaranch considering the
vulnerability of such structures to false alarms due to their
uneven architectures. Specifically, we propose a framework
that can be tailored based on the available resources and the
reliability objectives to achieve.
A. Fault Diagnosis Approaches
In what follows, fault diagnosis approaches are provided
for the architectures presented in Fig. 3. Multiterm signatures
are devised and presented as a fault diagnosis framework
that can be used depending on the requirements in smart
infrastructures in terms of reliability. We carefully pinpoint the
false-alarm vulnerability of such approaches and modifications
needed to counteract such instances are presented. These are
benchmarked in detail in terms of error coverage and efficiency
in the following sections.
We first present two theorems that are used in deriving
the signatures needed for our fault diagnosis approaches.
Based on the structures in Fig. 3(a) and (c), multiplications
in composite fields are used frequently to perform operations
in the subfield G F(23 ). Moreover, observing Fig. 3(b), the
architecture of inversion in G F(23 ) is shown which is used
in each substitution box iteration. Accordingly, the following
two theorems are presented to derive the predicted parities of
these two important operations in the subfield G F(23 ).
Theorem 1: Let X ∈ G F(23 ) and Y ∈ G F(23 ) be
two elements in composite fields. Let the vectors
X = (x 2 , x 1 , x 0 ) and Y = (y2 , y 1 , y 0 ) be their respective
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vectors representing these elements. The predicted parity of
R = X × Y ∈ G F(23 ), i.e., PˆR , is derived as
PˆR = x 0 (y0 + y1 + y2 ) + x 1 (y0 + y1 ) + x 2 y0

(1)

where + denotes the XOR operation (modulo-2 add).
Proof: Considering the formulas for the multiplications
in the subfield G F(23 ) as follows:
r 0 = x 0 y0 + x 1 y2 + x 2 y1

(2)

r 1 = x 0 y1 + x 1 y0 + x 1 y2 + x 2 y1 + x 2 y2
r 2 = x 0 y2 + x 2 y0 + x 1 y1 + x 2 y2

(3)
(4)

we can modulo-2 add the coordinates of the respective vectors
representing the result, i.e., through x 0 y0 + x 1 y2 + x 2 y1 +
x 0 y1 + x 1 y0 + x 1 y2 + x 2 y1 + x 2 y2 + x 0 y2 + x 2 y0 + x 1 y1 + x 2 y2 ,
to reach to the predicted parity derived in (1) and the proof is
complete.
Theorem 2: Let X ∈ G F(23 ) be an element in composite
fields. Let the vector X = (x 2 , x 1 , x 0 ) be its respective vector
representing this element. The predicted parity of the inverse
element X −1 ∈ G F(23 ), i.e., P̂X −1 , is derived as
P̂X −1 = x 0 x 1 + (x 1 + x 0 )x 2 .

(5)

Proof: Considering the formulas for the inversion output
bits in the subfield G F(23 ), i.e., x 0 + (x 1 ∨ x 2 ), x 0 x 1 + x 2 ,
and x 1 + x 0 x 2 (where the symbol ∨ represents the
OR operation), one can perform a modulo-2 addition to reach
P̂X −1 in (5), which completes the proof.
In addition to the aforementioned predicted parities, as
shown in Fig. 3, one needs to derive the predicted parities for
a number of other operations in G F(23 ). These are presented
through the following theorem.
Theorem 3: Let X ∈ G F(23 ) be an element in composite
fields. Let γ ∈ G F(23 ) be a constant in composite fields
as well. The predicted parities for squaring X 2 , i.e., P̂X 2 ,
cubing, and multiplication by the constant γ , i.e., P̂X 3 γ , and
multiplication by the constant γ , i.e., P̂X γ , are presented
below
P̂X 2 = x 0 + x 1
P̂X 3 γ = x 0 x 1 + (x 0 + x 1 )x 2
P̂X γ = x 0 + x 1 .

(6)
(7)
(8)

Proof: Based on the formulas for the squaring output
bits in the subfield G F(23 ), i.e., x 0 , x 2 , and x 1 + x 2 ,
one can perform a modulo-2 addition to reach P̂X 2 in (6).
Considering the equations for the cubing and multiplication by the constant output bits in the subfield G F(23 ),
i.e., x 0 x 1 + x 2 , (x 0 ∨ x 2 ) + x 1 x 2 , and (x 0 ∨ x 2 ) + x 0 x 2 , one
can perform a modulo-2 addition to reach P̂X 3 γ in (7). Finally,
considering the multiplication by the constant γ output bits in
the subfield G F(23 ), i.e., x 2 , x 2 + x 0 , and x 1 , one can perform
a modulo-2 addition to reach P̂X γ in (8). This completes the
proof.
Remark 1: The hardware complexities for the predicted
parities of R = X × Y ∈ G F(23 ), i.e., PˆR , in Theorem 1
and X −1 ∈ G F(23 ), i.e., P̂X −1 , in Theorem 2 in terms of logic
gates and considering the same complexities for different gates
are seven and six logic gates, respectively.
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transformation matrix to derive the 9-bit row vector representing A ∈ G F((23 )3 ). Moreover, noting that PX = x 0 + x 1 +
x 2 + x 3 + x 4 + x 5 + x 6 + x 7 + x 8 , one can derive the predicted
parity of the transformation matrix, i.e., P̂A , as shown
in Fig. 4(a), and the proof is complete. We note that the
latter formulation leads to using only three XOR gates if PX is
available prior to the computations.
Proposition 1: The
bit-interleaved parities
of
A ∈ G F((23 )3 ) (used for detecting burst and adjacent
errors) as an element in composite fields can be derived as
follows noting that P̂A,0 is for even entries (e.g., zeroth,
second, fourth, and so on) and P̂A,1 is for odd entries
(e.g., first, third, fifth, and so on), which are functions of the
bit elements of the input to the unit, i.e., X ∈ G F(29 )

Fig. 4. Predicted signatures of the substitution box for (a) subpart 1 and
(b) subpart 3.

Remark 2: The hardware complexities for the predicted
parities of squaring X 2 , i.e., P̂X 2 , cubing, and multiplication
by the constant γ , i.e., P̂X 3 γ , and multiplication by the
constant γ , i.e., P̂X γ , are one, four, and one logic gate(s),
respectively.
We have presented the architectures for different subparts of
the substitution box of the Pomaranch stream cipher in Fig. 4.
As observed in this figure, different predicted parities within
the architectures are shown with the P̂ notations. Let us
explain in detail how these predicted parities are derived
through utilizing Theorems 1–3.
As shown in Fig. 4(a), one can derive the detection
signatures for the transformation matrix M whose input is
shown by X ∈ G F(29 ) to get an output of A ∈ G F((23 )3 ).
In this regard, we propose using two different signatures. The
first one to derive is the predicted parity of the transformation
unit, i.e., P̂A , as shown in Fig. 4(a). This predicted parity
is useful for single stuck-at errors as we present in later
sections. The second alternate parity is the bit-interleaved
parities which are of paramount use in detecting adjacent
errors. We present the following theorem and proposition for
deriving these predicted parities.
Theorem 4: Let A ∈ G F((23 )3 ) be an element in composite
fields, as shown in Fig. 4. Then, the predicted parity of the
transformation matrix, i.e., P̂A , as shown in Fig. 4(a), can
be derived as follows based on the bit elements of the input
to the unit, i.e., X ∈ G F(29 ), acting as the row vector
[x 8 , . . . , x 1 , x 0 ] multiplied by the transformation matrix to
derive the 9-bit row vector representing A ∈ G F((23 )3 )
P̂A = x 0 + x 1 + x 5 + x 6 + x 7 + x 8
= PX + x 2 + x 3 + x 4

(9)

where PX is the actual parity for the input X ∈ G F(29 ).
Proof: Considering the transformation matrix presented
in the previous section, one can modulo-2 add the rows
noting that the bit elements of the input, i.e., X ∈ G F(29 ),
act as the row vector [x 8 , . . . , x 1 , x 0 ] multiplied by the

P̂A,0 = x 0 + x 2 + x 3 + x 4 + x 5 + x 7
= PX + x 1 + x 6 + x 8

(10)

P̂A,1 = x 1 + x 2 + x 4 + x 6 + x 7 + x 8
= PX + x 0 + x 3 + x 5

(11)

G F(29 ).

where PX is the actual parity for the input X ∈
The predicted signatures for the next four signatures
shown in Fig. 4(a) can be derived based on Theorems 1–3.
Specifically, for P̂B1 , P̂B3 , P̂B00 , and P̂D , one can use the
predicted parities for multiplication and inversion as well as
those for the operations in Theorem 3 to obtain the aforementioned predicted parities. We consider B00 = [θ2 , θ1 , θ0 ] and
B1 = [ω2 , ω1 , ω0 ]. For the sake of brevity, we just present
these as follows using the notations in Fig. 4(a) and the proof
is omitted
P̂B1 = a0 (a3 + a4 + a5 ) + a1 (a3 + a4 ) + a2 a5
P̂B3

+ a8 + a6
(12)
= a0 (a 7 + a6 ) + a1 (a8 + a6 ) + a2 (a 7 + a8 ) (13)

P̂B00 = a7 + a6 + a5 + a4 + a3
P̂D = ω0 (θ0 + θ1 + θ2 ) + ω1 (θ0 + θ1 ) + ω2 θ2
+ a3a4 + (a3 + a4 )a 5 .

(14)
(15)

The predicted parity of the inversion is already presented
through Theorem 2. Therefore, we only need to derive the
predicted signatures for the subparts shown in Fig. 4(b).
As observed in this figure, we have segmented this architecture
through the dotted and dashed lines and the predicted parities
are denoted by P̂B and P̂Y representing those for the
two segments. We would like to point out that depending on
the reliability objectives and the overhead tolerated, one can
use one to the three predicted parities for the 9-bit output of the
composite field operations, i.e., B. These are derived through
the presented Theorems 1–3 and are not presented for the sake
of brevity.
The inverse transformation matrix converts the elements in
composite fields into the corresponding ones in binary field,
as shown in Fig. 4(b). Eventually, after discarding two of
the 9-bit output, one can obtain the output of the substitution box of Pomaranch which has seven bits. Nonetheless,
any devised architecture for the predicted parities of this
inverse transformation matrix needs to be carefully obtained
to avoid false alarms. In other words, instead of choosing the
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Fig. 5.

The derived actual parities for the subblocks are XORed with
the derived predicted parities (denoted by P Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n
in Fig. 5) and the error detection flags ( f i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n) are
derived which alert about any detected fault in the structure.
Finally, for the bit-interleaved solution, similar schemes are
used for deriving the flags used for indicating the faults.
A minor modification in Fig. 5, i.e., deriving pairs of bitinterleaved actual/predicted parities for the blocks, results in
the detection mechanism using such signatures.

Parity-based detection mechanism.

9-bit output before discarding to a 7-bit output to obtain
the predicted parity (or bit-interleaved signatures as needed),
one may consider the final output to avoid detection of
the errors at the output which are due to the faults in
the substitution box but not affecting the 7-bit final output.
These faults show the defects but they do not affect the
final output and their detection leads to false-alarms. This
is one of the major complications for this very substitution
box which has been our motivation in choosing it for our
case study. More details are presented in the next section. We
finalize this proposed fault diagnosis approach by presenting
the predicted parities for the inverse substitution box as
follows.
Theorem 5: Let B ∈ G F((23 )3 ) be an element in composite
fields, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Then, the predicted parity of
the inverse transformation matrix, i.e., P̂Y , can be derived as
follows considering the derived and partly discarded seven-bit
row vector representing Y ∈ G F(29 )
P̂Y = b3 + b4 + b8 .
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(16)

Proof: Considering the inverse transformation matrix
presented in the previous section, one can modulo-2 add the
rows. Finally, one can derive the predicted parity of the inverse
transformation matrix, i.e., P̂Y , as shown in Fig. 4(b), and the
proof is complete.
Proposition 2: The bit-interleaved parities of Y can be
derived as follows noting that P̂Y,0 is for even entries and
P̂Y,1 is for odd entries
P̂Y,0 = b1 + b2 + b4 + b 7

(17)

P̂Y,1 = b1 + b2 + b3 + b7 + b8 .

(18)

The merit of these flags is that they alarm the user of
the infrastructures-to-become-secure in case of any faults
detected. This is in line with the objectives of such infrastructures in terms of fault diagnosis and false alarm resistivity.
Specifically, the high coverage of the proposed solutions
in this paper will make the crypto-architectures resistant
against faults and the false-alarm resistivity ensures that such
detections are valid, which is a key point in having reliable
solutions.
We finalize the proposed approach by mentioning that the
predicted signatures are compared with the actual ones to
reach the error indication flags. For illustrating such a scheme,
this has been shown in Fig. 5. As observed in this figure,
n subblocks with n outputs (shown by Oi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n in Fig. 5)
have n actual parities which are derived by modulo-2 addition
of output bits (denoted by P(Oi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n in Fig. 5).

B. Diagnosis Method for Key Map Subparts
Here, we explain other subparts of Pomaranch within key
map and mention the respective diagnosis methods for them.
Nevertheless, the reason for the emphasis on the S-box is its
nonlinearity within Pomaranch compared to other subparts.
Such S-boxes occupy most of the area and consume much of
the power of the Pomaranch.
Nine least significant bits of the section key are XORed
(bit wise) with v. Fault diagnosis of such XOR operation is
performed by hardware or time redundancy depending on the
objectives, for instance, recomputing with rotated operands
can be used to detect both transient and permanent faults
through time redundancy. The 7-bit output of the S-box is
again XORed with section key. Boolean function F is the last
subpart [16]–[18] and takes seven bits and outputs one bit
(JC out bit) of the section, denoted by JC0 . This can be treated
as a simple 7-to-1 S-box for which known lookup table fault
diagnosis techniques can be used, including duplication and
hardware/time redundancy.
V. E RROR S IMULATIONS AND B ENCHMARK
Single event upsets in the VLSI systems are also of great
importance which lead to erroneous outputs. One may also
consider multiple faults for which the locations, types, and
numbers of the faults are random. Finally, we consider burst
faults affecting adjacent bits in the microchips. VLSI defects
can introduce such burst faults. One needs to also note that
due to the constraints in fault injection technology, instead of
the ideal case of single faults, what actually may happen in
practice is occurrence of burst faults.
A. Results
Based on the fault diagnosis schemes presented in the
previous section, we have performed simulations starting from
single stuck-at faults, we have exhaustively injected faults
at the output of the subparts shown in Fig. 4 (this includes
the outputs of the respective signature-deriving architectures).
Specifically, the top-level fault model is the stuck-at fault
model for both the error detection scheme and the original
architecture. Using such a stuck-at fault model and utilizing
the predicted parities presented, we were able to detect all the
injected single faults. We emphasize that using bit-interleaved
signatures does not affect the fault detection capabilities
of the architectures for this fault model; however, they are
avoided in this case because of the slightly higher overhead
they introduce when applied to the transformation and inverse
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transformation matrices. We have performed RTL simulations
(not gate-level netlist simulations). The gate-level simulation
with error model can increase the number of unnoticed errors
(compared with RTL error simulation) due to nonlinear
functionality in substitution boxes.
The second fault model, i.e., multiple faults, has been used
and the faults were injected uniformly with random locations,
numbers, and types of faults. Using the predicted parities for
the aforementioned schemes (not the bit-interleaved ones),
more than 99% of the faults were detected. The proposed
methodology alleviates the problem of faults but does not
make the architectures fully reliable. The experiments were
based on injecting 10 000 stuck-at zero and stuck-at one
faults and monitoring the cases for which we get erroneous
outputs, i.e., eliminating the cases for which the faults are
masked. We note that considering eight substitution boxes of
Pomaranch, this would be very close to 100%. Multiple faults
and, as we cover next, burst faults are also much important
when it comes to the practicality of such injections and the
probability of occurrence.
Finally, although bit-interleaved signatures slightly increase
the hardware complexities of fault diagnosis structures, they
are used when adjacent burst faults are of concern. Based on
the bit-interleaved signatures obtained in the previous section
and considering random locations and types for injected
faults, in addition to detecting an odd number of faults, we
were able to detect all the two-bit stuck-at zero or stuckat one burst faults. Two notes need to be considered with
respect to these signatures; first, one may use bit-interleaved
predicted parities not only for the transformation matrices
but also for the inner subparts and second, all the faults
of odd number are detected and for the even number, e.g.,
four, if more than two adjacent bits are of concern, one
may use the proposed framework by slightly modifying
the formulas to reach, e.g., three-bit, interleaved predicted
signatures.
The objective of the proposed approaches in this paper is to
provide fault immunity and reliability to smart infrastructures.
This framework can be used in conjunction with the
presented low-power architectures to provide secure and
usable infrastructures for emerging sensitive usage models.
The suitability of the proposed solutions stems from their
high error coverage (which is crucial in smart infrastructures
using cryptographic hardware and embedded systems), as
well as their acceptable overhead.
We would also like to present the objectives of the proposed
approaches in terms of false-alarm resistance as well as their
suitability for smart infrastructures. First, it is emphasized that
the false-alarm immunity of crypto-systems also determines
the immunity against inducing distrust to the user. Such
malicious intents might try to divert the fault diagnosis stream
so that without having errors at the output of the cryptoarchitectures used in smart infrastructures, alarms get falsely
initiated, which would eventually cause abandoning the entire
system. In short, protecting against such cases would result
in reliable and false-alarm immune smart infrastructures that
are trustworthy and can be used safely for different usage
models.

B. False Alarms
False alarms could have adverse effects on the utilization
of cryptographic solutions. Specifically, if such alarms
get repetitive, they might hinder the normal operations of
cryptographic algorithms by inducing distrust to the user,
who may eventually abandon the entire solution.
Let us separate the false-alarm vulnerabilities of such
crypto-systems into two streams. The first one deals with those
false alarms that are the results of the single stuck-at fault
model, which is a probable case with respect to natural faults.
We would like to emphasize that for the inverse transformation
matrix, the 7-bit output needs to be considered to avoid
possible false-alarms. Indeed, through simulations, around
22% false-alarms were observed if this is not carefully
followed. This is a clear distinction compared with the
substitution boxes with the same number of inputs and
outputs (another instance is the uneven 6-to-4 S-box of
Data Encryption Standard).
Now, let us consider the cases in which the fault model deals
with multiple, random stuck-at faults. For such cases, a number
of causes may result in having false-alarms in crypto-systems.
Because we are dealing with multiple signatures, there might
be cases in which we detect faults in an inner subpart which
will not be eventually translated into errors in the 7-bit output.
This might be due to the masking of such faults or due to
the occurrence of such faults only in the most and the least
significant bits of the output to be discarded. We emphasize
that such a case is due to fault diagnosis approaches in which
error detection is expected to reveal the error at the output
of the functions; yet, the diagnosis method alarms also the
faults affecting the middle subparts which are masked at the
output. This second case is due to fault detection methods
which could affect any general S-box architecture such as
that of the AES (and in general crypto-architectures beyond
S-boxes) and is not confined to the uneven S-boxes. If the
tower field fault detection architectures of the composite-field
S-boxes within the AES (or other transformations within) use
multiple signatures for the subparts, for instance, false-alarms
could also affect the detection schemes.
Through simulations, considering different numbers of
stuck-at zero and one cases, we have identified such cases
(the former is a general case among the substitution boxes
whereas the latter is specific to this uneven box). The results
are shown in Table I. As observed in this table, different
number of faults is injected for two types and the number
of masked and false alarms are shown. We would like to
point out that these presented percentages are higher unless, as
used here, we utilize just the (bit interleaved) signature(s) for
the inverse transformation matrix considering the 7-bit output.
Finally, we note that these false-alarms show that there exists
natural defect(s) in the architectures; nevertheless, these do
not result in erroneous outputs for that particular simulation
instance.
VI. ASIC I MPLEMENTATIONS
This section presents the results of our ASIC syntheses
performed for the original and the error detection structures
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TABLE I
FALSE -A LARM A SSESSMENTS FOR M ULTIPLE , R ANDOM FAULTS IN O NE P OMARANCH S UBSTITUTION B OX

TABLE II
ASIC S YNTHESES AND OVERHEAD A SSESSMENTS FOR THE
S UBSTITUTION B OX OF P OMARANCH

of the substitution box of Pomaranch algorithm to benchmark
the overheads as the result of the added structures. We note
that we have chosen the ASIC platform based on the
resources available to us; because our presented schemes
are not dependent on the hardware platform, similar
overheads are expected for FPGAs. Through the performed
ASIC syntheses, the overheads in terms of hardware and
timing are derived. We have used the TSMC 65-nm
standard-cell library [21] in the Synopsys Design
Compiler [22].
We have presented the results of our syntheses in Table II.
in Table I, for the original algorithm, i.e., the substitution box
of Pomaranch in composite fields, and for the proposed error
detection schemes (both the regular and the bit-interleaved
signatures), the areas (in terms of μm2 ), maximum working
frequencies (in terms of MHz), and throughputs (in terms of
gigabits per second) have been shown. To make the area results
transferable when switching technologies, we have provided
the NAND-gate equivalency (in terms of gate equivalent,
denoted by Gate Equivalent). This is performed using the area
of a NAND gate in the utilized library, which is 1.41 μm2 . Furthermore, the area and throughput degradations are presented
in parentheses to benchmark the proposed error detection
schemes.
As shown in Table II, the hardware complexity (area) of the
original substitution box of Pomaranch is 339.8 μm2 , whereas,
for the signature-based and bit-interleaved architectures, the
areas are 402.7 μm2 and 411.5 μm2 (leading to overheads of
18.6% and 21.1%), respectively. These hardware overheads

need to be tolerated to achieve fault detection architectures for
reliable usage models. We have also derived the area overheads
for four different cases, i.e., for the two proposed schemes
(Table II) and considering the effects on the entire top-level
with detection for the S-boxes as well as the worst case
scenario of duplication for other subparts. For the
former case, the area overheads are 16.8% and 19.5%,
respectively, and for the latter, they are 20.4% and 23.1%
(for the signature-based and bit-interleaved schemes).
The maximum frequencies in which these architectures
can work are 809, 703, and 711 MHz, respectively,
leading to the throughputs of 5.66, 4.92, and 4.98 Gb/s,
respectively. These lead to throughput degradations of
13% (for the signature-based approach) and 12% (for
the bit-interleaved scheme). We would like to point out
that based on the reliability requirements, performance
and implementation metrics to achieve, and resources
available (overheads tolerated) one can use the presented
framework to achieve fault detection and false-alarm-aware
architectures.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, reliability and false-alarm sensitivity of
sensitive cryptographic applications are benchmarked through
a case study, i.e., the uneven substitution box of a stream
cipher, to elaborate on the respective effects on smart
infrastructures. We have presented low-power architectures
for this stream cipher and then proposed a framework to
provide fault immunity for infrastructures that need to deal
with sensitive information and are smart and ubiquitous.
The proposed architectures are benchmarked in terms of
error coverage for different fault models and assessed for
false-alarm immunity. Moreover, they have been synthesized
on an ASIC platform and it is shown that with an acceptable
overhead, high error coverage can be achieved for the proposed
architectures. Furthermore, we have assessed the benefits and
effects of such architectures for smart infrastructures. The
benchmark details the smart infrastructure implications and
elaborates on the fact that using the proposed framework,
smart infrastructures can be more efficiently and reliably
utilized.
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